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Details of Visit:

Author: Lord Melchett
Location 2: Cmk
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 30 Dec 2007 1315
Duration of Visit: 45 Mins
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Linzi Dawn
Website: http://linzidawn-escort.co.uk
Phone: 07517935017

The Premises:

First time here since they moved from the country house.
Nice enough flat, clean and relatively tidy.
Parking easy as it was a Sunday lunchtime, not so sure of how comfortable I would be parking there
during the week.

The Lady:

If you want a waif like skellington who you is great to look at but you can't talk to and probably
wouldn't want to then Linzi probably wouldn't be for you.
However if you are looking for an escort who is sexily full figured (definately not fat but not with
bones sticking out every where), an infectious personality, smooth skin and an absolutely amazing
pair of breasts then high thee to Linzi with the speed of a thousand fast things.

The Story:

Good bits first and then the not so good.

45 minutes spent with Linzi are definately 45 minutes you will remember for a very long time. An
infectious laugh, great personality and one of those people that just exudes sexuality from every
pore.
Was given a choice of two ladies, Francesca and Linzi. Francesca was nice enough but Linzi came
in wearing a clumpy jumper that stuggled to contain those wonderful puppies. I'm afraid that did it
for me, there was something exceptionally sexy about her that there was no real choice.
Money squared away and a quick shower later I was waiting in the room it took Linzi a little while to
get changed out of that jumper.
A lot of very passionate kissing and I'm laid down on my front gettig a great if a little light back
masage with talc.
Onto my back and a lot more kissing and a bit of chat, then she gets down between my legs and
gives an amazing OWO, I've never been properly deep throated before and can I just say
WOW!!!!!!!!
Moves round for a bit of 69 which I love and she tastes and feels great.
A bit more kissing and a good mouth full of breastage then it's on with the body armour. Some
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reverse cowgirl feels good and seeing those chest bumps bouncing all over the place was brilliant.
All change and finished off with me banging away in mish until I emptied the sacks into the shower
cap. Chatted for a little while and then got dressed and left.

Only real problem I had was that I had phoned earlier and booked an appointment to see Chloe at
1300. When I arrived the lovely receptionist told me that Chloe had had to go home due to sickness.
I know that can't be helped and the receptionist was very apologetic and offered to let me meet the
ladies that were there or just walk away. I decided to meet those that were there and as previously
said was drawn to Linzi half dressed as a librarian. What can I say, I'm weird. The minor problem
was that as I had had to wait to meet the other girls even though I had booked for 1300 I no longer
got the early riser discount so had to pay the full price of ?90 instead of ?70. It wont stop me
returning to Beckys as the place is great fun and full of sexy ladies and I still have to meet Chloe.
Here endeth the essay

Service Provider's Rebuttal

The establishment writes:

Hello there.

Would you email or PM me honey please.

Gents if you have a booking for an early riser and we make you late by messing about or even if
you are a few mins late due to trafic or leaves on the line we are happy to still give you your
discount. Don't take the piss however... But if we can we do like to make an old man happy!

Madam Becky xx
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